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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Ergodic theorems are concerned with convergence of averages of 
iterations of an operator acting on a function space or more generally 
on a topological linear space. 
The first result of ergodic theory was proved by J. von Neumann 
about 1930 and published in 1932. The von Neumann mean ergodic theorem 
states that if T is a measure preserving transformation on a measure 
space ( X , G , y ) , then to every f e L (X, , u) there is function f e 
such that 
A n _ 1 k 9 
lim / I f (x) - 1/n T f(T x)pdu = 0 . n u \ 
k = 0 
At about the same time G. D. Birkhoff proved under additional 
restrictions on the transformation T and the space X that for f e L 
V k . " 
the sequence 1/n i f(T x) is pointwise convergent to f (x) for almost 
all x. The supplementary restrictions on T and X were shown to be 
superfluous by Khinchin in 1933, and in 1945 F. Riesz gave an ingenious 
proof of the theorem which now goes by the name, the Birkhoff pointwise 
ergodic theorem. 
The transformation T induces a linear operator V , defined by 
(V Tf)(x) = f(Tx) , 
2 
which is an isometry on each space 1 < p < oo i . e . 
'P 
for every f e L . It was such norm properties that lead S. Kakutani, 
K. Yosida, F. Riesz and others in the period 1935-1945 to prove various 
generalizations of the mean ergodic theorem to assertions concerning 
the convergence of operator averages in an abstract Banach space. 
The first important operator-theoretic treatment of the Birkhoff 
theorem was given by E, Hopf in 1954. Further generalizations of the 
Birkhoff theorem followed, one by N. Dunford and J. T. Schwartz in 1956, 
another by R. V. Chacon and D. S. Ornstein in 1960. Recently (1963) 
Chacon has published a very inclusive generalization. 
The various generalizations of the von Neumann and Birkhoff 
theorems take for the basic object of study a linear operator which 
satisfies various norm conditions. It is not assumed that the operator 
is induced by an underlying measure preserving transformation. The 
usefulness of this operator-theoretic treatment of the ergodic theorems 
is apparent in the study of Markov processes in which the operators are 
defined directly on function spaces via integral equations. Needless 
to say the operator induced by a measure preserving transformation 
satisfies the hypothesis in the various generalizations so that both 
the von Neumann and Birkhoff theorem become corollaries. 
In Chapter II of the present paper, after developing the neces­
sary machinery from functional analysis, we proceed to a proof of a 
version of the Kakutani-Yosida mean ergodic theorem in a Banach space 
(of which the von Neumann theorem is a special case). This theorem, 
of interest in its own right, is used in Chapter III. 
Chapter III is devoted to a development of the Dunford-Schwartz 
3 
polntwise ergodic theorem along lines similar to the methods of Chacon 
which are based on the exploitation of properties of truncated func­
tions . 
In Chapter IV the main properties of measure preserving trans­
formations are sketched, and the Birkhoff theorem is obtained as a 
corollary to the Dunford-Schwartz theorem of Chapter III. Certain 
properties of ergodicity are explored, and the chapter concludes with 
an application of ergodic theory to the theory of simple continued 
fractions. 
Finally, we remark that this paper by no means exhausts what is 
by now the vast subject of ergodic theory. Thus, for example, no 
attempt has been made to include a discussion of application in dif­
ferential equations (the original motivation of Birkhoff) or in the 
theory of Markov processes or weakly stationary processes. No mention 
has been made of the application of ergodic theory to information 
theory. For an Introduction to these and other applications see 
YOSIDA, BILLINGSLEY, HALMOS [ 2 ] , and DUNFORD AND SCHWARTZ [ 2 ] . For a 
summary of recent developments in ergodic theory see HALMOS [ 3 ] , 
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CHAPTER II 
MEAN CONVERGENCE 
In this chapter we shall prove a version of the Kakutani-Yosida 
mean ergodic theorem. This theorem is concerned with the strong conver­
gence of operator averages in a reflexive Banach space and will be used 
in the proof of the Dunford-Schwartz pointwise ergodic theorem in Chapter 
III. 
While a general familiarity with concepts from functional analysis 
is tacitly assumed, this chapter is essentially self-contained. Indeed, 
a secondary purpose here is to give a coherent presentation of the mean 
ergodic theorem itself, incorporating a development of those aspects and 
only those aspects of functional analysis which are requisite to the 
proof of the theorem. Unlike the various proofs indicated in the litera­
ture, the one given here is motivated by a desire to illumine the logical 
development and make it reasonably complete. In this sense the organi­
zation of the proof appears to be original. 
Let E be a real or complex normed linear space with norm || • || . 
If a scalar valued function L defined on E satisfies 
L(ax + 3y) = aL(x) t 3L(y) 
for all vectors x and y and all scalars a and 3, then L is called a 
linear functional on E. The norm of a linear functional L is defined by 
||L|| = sup{ |L(x) I : ||x|| £ 1} . 
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As a consequence of this definition we have: 
|L(x)| < ||X|| for every x E E . 
It is easy to see that a linear functional L on E is continuous 
if and only if ||L|| < 0 0 , and it can be shown (cf. HEWITT, p. 211) that 
the space E of all continuous linear functionals on E with the usual 
pointwise definitions of the linear operations, and with the norm defined 
as above, is a Banach space (i.e., a complete normed linear space). E 
is called the dual or conjugate space of E. 
LEMMA 1. Let M be a linear manifold contained in E (i.e., Vi is closed 
with respect to the linear operation). Let L Q be a linear functional 
defined on M and suppose there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
1L (m)I < cI j m 11 for every m e M , 
then there is a linear functional L defined on all of E such that 
L(m) = L (m) for every m e M , 
and 
|L(X)| < c||x|| for every x e E . 
(Note: This last inequality implies L e E and < c .) 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem; cf. 
TAYLOR, pp. 72 and 144, or HEWITT, p. 212. D 
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LEMMA 2. Let x e E o 7 / L(x) = 0 for every L e E", then x = 0 . 
Proofc Let M = {ax: a is a scalar} ; then M is a linear manifold in E, 
and the function L on M, defined by 
o 
L Q(ax) = a||x|| for every scalar a , 
is a linear functional on M which satisfies the condition of LEMMA 1 with 
c = lo Let L be the extension of L q given by LEMMA 1„ Since L z E , 
L(x) = 0 by hypothesis. But x e M implies that L (x) = L(x) , and thus 
llxll = L (x) = L(x) = 0 . 0 
A sequence ixn^ in E is weakly convergent to a vector x, and we 
write x — x , if and only if lim L(x ) = L(x) for every L e E , In 
n n n 
view of the previous lemma it follows that a weak limit is unique. It 
is clear that a norm convergent sequence is weakly convergent to the 
same limit. The converse need not be true in infinite dimensional 
spaces. 
If M C E we shall denote by M the closure of M in E with respect 
to the norm topology in E. Thus x z M if and only if there exists a 
sequence {x } in M such that IIx - x II ^ 0
 E 
n " n 1 1 
LEMMA 3. Let Vi be a linear manifold in E and let {x } be a sequence in 
M which is weakly convergent to a vector y; then y e M. Thus weak clo­
sure is equivalent to norm closure for linear manifolds. 
Proof c Let p = inf {]|x - y|| : x e M} \ it suffices to show that p = 0. 
Let M = {x + ay: x z M, a a scalar} : then M is a linear manifold in 
o o 
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E, and the function L on H . defined by 
o o ^ 
(1) LQ(ay + x) = ap, a a scalar, x e M , 
is a linear functional on M . By definition of p we have 
o J 
\\( I N II 1 II || 
PS ||(- — x) - y || = || x + ay || 
I a I 
for all x e M and all scalars a i- 0 , and hence: 
(2) l L 0 ^ x + = l a l p ~ l l x + ay\\ 
for any x e M and all scalars a (including a = 0 ) . It follows then by 
LEMMA 1 that there is a linear functional L on E such that 
(3) L ( z ) = L ( z ) , for every z e M , and 
o o 
(4) L(x) < x| , for every x e E 
Since L e E by (4), since x — y , since x e M C M C M J
 n J n o 
and since L q vanishes on M by (1), we have upon application of (3) 
0 = L (x ) = L(x ) > L(y) , 
o n n J 
which implies that p = L (y) = L(y) = 0 . D 
The dual (e") = E of the dual E of E is called the second 
conjugate space of E. For each x e E let x be defined on E by 
x(L) = (x), for every L e E ; 
A ^ A A 
then x is a continuous linear functional on E (i.e., x e E )\ and, by 
using a Hahn-Banach type argument, it can be shown that 
The mapping J: x >• x is linear on E and is thus a linear 
isometry (i.e., norm-preserving transformation) mapping E into E «, J 
is called the natural or canonical map. 
If it happens that J actually maps E onto E , then E is said to 
be norm-reflexive or simply reflexive. 
For a more complete discussion of the canonical map, see TAYLOR, 
pp. 191-192 or HEWITT, pp. 214-215. 
The following lemma is very important: 
LEMMA 4, Every bounded sequence of vectors in a reflexive Banach space 
E contains a weakly convergent subsequence. 
Proof. cf. TAYLOR, p. 209, Q 
In what follows E is an arbitrary normed linear space. 
A continuous linear transformation on E with range in E will be 
called a linear operator on E. The product of two linear operators S 
and T is defined by (ST)(x) = S(T(x)) for all x e E. A linear trans­
formation T on E into E is continuous if and only if it is bounded, 
i.e., if and only if sup {||Tx|| : || x|| < 1} < 0 0 . 
The norm of an operator T is the quantity 
|| T|| = sup {||Tx|| : || x|| < 1} . 
The norm satisfies all the usual properties of a norm (provided we define 
addition of operators and scalar multiplication in the usual manner, 
viz., pointwise), and in addition we have for any operators S and T 
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ST < 
For any linear transformation T on E into a vector space F we 
shall let R[T] denote the range of T and N[T] the null space or kernel 
of T, where 
R[T] = {Tx : x £ E} C F , 
NET] = { x : Tx = 0} C E . 
It is clear that RET] and NET] are linear manifolds in F and E, respec­
tively. If T is a linear operator on E, then NET] is closed as is 
easily shown; RET], however, need not be closed. 
LEMMA 5. Let T be a linear operator on E_, and suppose x^ y; then 
w 
T x T y . 
n 
Proof. Let L be an arbitrary continuous linear functional on E. Define 
L T on E by L (x) = L(Tx) for all x £ E. Then || L (x) || < | | L 11 • 11 Tx j | 
i 11 L 11 • i! T 11 - 11 x 11 , so that L„ E E . Thus , since x — y , we have 
T n J 
lim n L ( T X r ) = lim n = L^(y) = L(Ty) . 
Since L E E is arbitrary, the last equation implies that Tx^ — -> Ty . Q 
A sequence {A^} of linear operators on E is said to be strongly 
convergent if and only if the sequence {A^x} is norm convergent for every 
x E E. If we write Px = lim A y, when x E E, then P is clearly a linear 
n n J 
transformation on E with range in E. This limiting transformation is 
unique, and we may rephrase the definition of strong convergence as 
follows: 
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— ^ P if and only if ||A x - Px|| • 0 for every x e E . 
LEMMA 6. Let E be a Banach space, and let A^ be a sequence of linear 
s • 
operators on E. Suppose that A^ —*- P. Then P is cont%nuous on E and 
hence is a linear operator. 
Proof* This lemma is just a slight rewording of the so-called Banach-
Steinhaus theorem (cf. HEWITT, p. 218). D 
Let M and N be linear manifolds in E. E is said to be the direct 
sum of M and N provided M f\ N = {0} and E = M + N = { m + n: m e m, n e N}, 
We write E = M ® N . 
If E = M € N and if x e E, then there are unique vectors m e M 
and n e N so that x - m + n. It follows that the equation 
Px = m 
defines a linear transformation P on E with range M. This transforma­
tion is called the projection of E on M along N. It can be shown that a 
linear transformation P is a projection on some manifold M if and only 
2 
if P = P . 
We are now ready for the main result of this chapter: 
KAKUTANI-YOSIDA MEAN ERGODIC THEOREM (1941). Let E be a real or complex 
reflexive Banach space, and let V be a linear operator on E. 
If ||Vx|| < || x || for every x e E, then 
(i) E = N[I - V] © R[I - V] 
and 
11 
n-1 
(ii) 1/n I V K P . 
k=0 
where P is the projection on N[I - V] along R[I - V]. Moreover, P is 
continuous. 
(Note: N[I - V] = {x: Vx = x} is sometimes referred to as the 
set of fixed points of V.) 
n-1 
it follows that ||V|| < 1 and hence 
Proof. Let A = 1/n \ V . Since ||v || < ||x|j for every x e E 
n
 k=0 X 
(1) ||Vk|| < 1, k = 1, 2, ... ; ||An|| < 1, n = 1, 2, ... 
To prove (i), let x be a fixed but arbitrary vector in E e In view of (l) 
the sequence {A x ) is bounded, and applying LEMMA 4 it follows that there 
is a vector y and a subsequence {A x} such that 
n k 
(2) A X - ^ U y . 
n k 
By LEMMA 5, the identity 
(3) 1/n (I - V n) = (I - V) A n , 
the inequalities (1) and the definition of weak convergence it follows 
that 
n k 
|L[(I - V)y]| = |limk L[l/nk(I - V K)x]| < 
n
k „ 
< limk l/nk ||L|H|(I - V )x|| < 
< lim 1/n, 2||L||= ||X|| = 0 
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for every L e E . Hence by LEMMA 1 (I - V)y = 0 or, 
(4) y e N[I - V] . 
n 
On the other hand, if D = 1/n 7 (n-k)V , then 
n k=l 
(I - V)D = I ( V k _ 1 - V k) - 1/n I k(V k _ 1 - V k) 
n
 k=l k=l 
I - V n - 1/n I k V k _ 1 + 1/n I kV k 
k=l k=0 
n-1 n-1 
= I - V n - 1/n I (k+l)V + l/n[nVn + I kV k] 
k=0 k=0 
n-1 
= I - 1/n I [(k+1) - (k)]VK = I - A , 
k=0 n 
and therefore 
x - A x = (I - V)D x e RCI - V] 
\ nk 
Hence by LEMMA 3 and (2) above, 
(5) x - A x x - y £ RCI - V] 
n k 
Combining (4) and (5), we obtain 
x = y + (x-y) £ NCI - V] + RCI - V] , 
or, 
(6) E = NCI - V] + RCI - V] 
Now suppose that x £ RCI - V] , then there exists a sequence {y } 
m 
13 
in E such that, if z = y - Vy , then z e R[I - V] and 
m m m' m 
•(7) z - x • 0 
II
 M II 
Applying (1) and (3) we have 
A x < I A x - A z |+ A ( I - V)y 
n 1 n n m 1 n m 
< A • x - z + 1/n y - V ny 
n m m J m 
< x - z + 2/n| y II
 m n
 M J m 
Hence by (7) 
lim sup A x < |x - z 
n 11 n " " m 
as m > 0 0 , and thus 
(8) l l A n x l l — ^ 0 f o r every x e R[I - V] . 
Finally, suppose x e N[I - V ] 0 R[I - V] . Then Vx = x, and 
therefore A x = x for each n = 1, 2, ... . Applying (8), we have 
n 
x = lim A x| = 0 which implies that x = 0 : 
n n 1 c 
that is, 
(9) N[I - V] 0 RCI - V] = {0} 
and then by (6) and the definition of direct sum 
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(10) E = N[I - V] « R[I - V] 
which completes the proof of (i). 
Let P be the projection of E on N[I - V] along R[I - V] which 
exists on account of (10). Then for every x e E 
(I - P)x e R[I - V] 
and 
Px e N[I - V] , 
from which it follows that A^Px = Px and on applying (8) that 
A x = A [Px + (I - P)x] = Px + A [(I - P)x] • Px (in norm), 
n n n 
which is equivalent to saying that 
n-1 
A = 1/n Y V k P . 
n 
k=0 
This completes the proof of (ii). Continuity of P now follows from 
LEMMA 6. D 
A few remarks might be in order: 
(1) If IIV || < 1 , then we can get a much stronger result, viz., that 
l|v k||— o . 
k nk 
This follows from the inequality, || V || < ||v|| 
(2) There are other results which bear certain resemblances to the 
above theorem and which come under the same general title, "mean ergodic 
15 
theorem"; see DUNFORD AND SCHWARTZ [2], pp. 660-668 or YOSIDA, pp. 213-
215. These results are all extensions of the original von Neumann mean 
ergodic theorem for isometries in a Hilbert space for which a short 
proof, due to F. Riesz, is given in HALMOS [2], p. 16. For the KAKUTANI-
YOSIDA THEOREM in its original setting, in applications to Markov proc­
esses, see KAKUTANI AND YOSIDA. 
(3) The KAKUTANI-YOSIDA THEOREM, and others like it, are called mean 
ergodic theorems since they are applied mainly to operator averages 
acting on a function space for which the norm is defined by an integralo 
Thus the assertion (ii) of the foregoing theorem becomes, for example, 
lim f | A f - P f | r d y = 0 
n ' ' n 1 
i.e., "A f converges to Pf in the mean of order r." Note at this point 
n 
that we could not conclude from the KAKUTANI-YOSIDA THEOREM that the 
limit lim (A f)(x) exists at any point x in the underlying domain of 
the function f. It will be the purpose of Chapter III to discuss this 
type of convergencec 
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CHAPTER III 
POINTWISE CONVERGENCE 
The aim of this chapter is to develop a theorem which will 
enable us to infer that under certain conditions a sequence of averages 
will converge pointwise for "almost all x«" More specifically, let 
(X,Ql. , V ) be a a-finite measure space, and let V be a linear operator 
defined at least on the space L
 9 of all u-integrable functions. If 
||vf||^ < j|f[| for each f e and if HvfH^^ Hfjl^ for every 
f E L i _ H L , then, as will be seen, for each f e L the sequence 
{1/n 2, v f(x)} converges for y—almost all x e X, i.e., for all x e X 
k=0 
except possibly those x's in a set A, depending on f, of y-measure zero; 
moreover, the limit function is integrable. Actually a stronger result 
will be proved. We shall show that the domain of an operator V satis­
fying the above norm conditions can be intended to include each L space 
P 
Uv1 k 
1 < p < 0 0 , and that the convergence of {1/n £ V f} occurs in the 
k=0 
L -mean sense as well as pointwise whenever f e L and p > 1. Mean 
P P 
convergence in the L^ sense need not occur, however, unless y(X) < oo . 
A counter example will be given in the sequel. 
The organization of the proof, as well as some of the details 
such as LEMMA 1 and the construction of the A space in LEMMA 2 and its 
use at various places particularly in LEMMA 9, appear to be original, 
although much is owed to the proof in CHACON [1 ]. In particular LEMMA 3 is 
based on a construction of Chacon's. 
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A somewhat different approach to the present theorem, wherein 
lattice theoretic methods are employed, appears in DUNFORD AND SCHWARTZ 
[2], pp. 668-68M-0 The theorem bears the name of the authors of this 
treatise and first appeared in DUNFORD AND SCHWARTZ [1], 
Throughout this chapter (X,Q,,y) is a fixed a-finite measure 
space; i.et , Q, is a a-algebra of subsets of the non-empty set X, and 
p is a a-finite measure on Ql . It is assumed that ( X is complete for 
y; i.e., if B C A and y(A) = 0 , then B £ Q • For any A e (X we use the 
notation I to denote the indicator of A, so that Ifl(x) = 1 or 0 
A A 
according as x e A or x £ A. We shall denote by M the vector space 
of all complex (X-measurable functions defined a.et on X and by S the 
linear manifold in M of all complex integrable simple functions, where 
as usual a simple function is one whose range is a finite set. For any 
f e M and any set C of complex numbers we shall let [f £ C] denote the 
set {x : f(x) £ C} . 
The —norm of a function f £ M is defined by 
(/|f|Pdy)P , if 1 < p < * 
P 
ess sup |f(x)| , if p = 
X £ X 
and we let = {f: ||f|| < °°} for 1 < p < 0 0 . Identifying functions 
which are equal a.e. on X makes it possible to consider • as a norm 
II iip 
on L , and L becomes a complete normed linear space (Banach space) for 
P P 
each p £ [1,»] (cf. HEWITT, p. 192). Note that L p actually consists 
of equivalence classes of functions; however, we shall often refer to a 
function f in L . In all cases it should be clear from the context 
P 
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whether we are referring to the function f or to the equivalence class 
containing f. 
We now state Holder's inequality in a form convenient for our 
purposes: Let f and g e M; then for every p e [1,°°] 
llfg\\± <- l | f | l p l lg| l p , . 
where p' = if P i- 1» a n <3 p' = 0 0 f ° r p = 1« In the case p = 1 the 
inequality is clear from the definitions; for a proof in the case p > 1 
cf. HALMOS [1], p. 175, or HEWITT, p. 190. 
A set H of measurable functions is dense in L if for each f E L 
P P 
and for every E > 0 there exists an h E H, depending on f and E, such 
that || f - h || < E. Clearly this is equivalent to saying that for each 
f £ L there is a sequence {h } in H such that lim ||f - h II = 0 . 
p n n 11 n "p 
It is evident from the definitions that the space S of integrable 
simple functions is dense in L^ for l < p < ° ° . (If y(X) = 0 0 then S is 
not dense in L , since the constant function 1 is obviously not the 
uniform a te. limit of any sequence of simple functions which are 
integrable). See HEWITT, p. 197, or TAYLOR, p. 379, for a more complete 
discussion of the density of S in L . 
P 
Let f e M and let a be a positive real number. The upper section 
or truncation of f at a is defined by 
r0, if |f(x)| < a 
f a +(x) = i 
L(|f(x)| - a)sgn(f(x)), if |f(x)| > a . 
19 
* cL~ cl"r" 
The tower section of £ at a. is defined by f = f - f . Several 
interesting properties of sections are evident almost immediately from 
the definition; e.g., 
|f a +| = |f| a + = (|f| _ a)I r,,, ^ 1 = (|f| - a ) + ; i i I I I I [|f| > a] 1 1 
and f a + —-> f uniformly as a • 0 + , since | f a + - f^+1 < b - a when­
ever 0 < a < b. 
Additional results concerning L^-spaces , density, sectioning and 
other topics in analysis will be introduced as needed. 
LEMMA 1. Let H be dense in L^ {or in any L^, r > 1), and let f e L^ for 
some p e [1,°°). Then there exists a sequence {h } in H such that 
lim /1 f - h, | a +du = 0 for every a > 0 . 
Proof. Let 6 > 0. Since S is dense in L , there is a sequence {s } in p ^ n 
S such that limn ||f - snllp = 0 . Since mean convergence of any order 
implies convergence in measure, it follows that there exists at least 
one (in fact infinitely many) integrable simple function a among 
{s^, s , c . « } which satisfies 
(1) y[|f - o\ > y 6] < j and 
(2) ||f - < 6/2 . 
Since a £ L^ (a £ S C L for every r > 1) and H is dense in L^, 2 r 2 
it follows by an argument similar to the one above that there exists an 
h £ H for which 
20 
(3) y[|a - h| > j 6] < i and 
(4) || a" - h\\& < 6/2 . 
The relations 9 
[|f-h| > 6 ] C[|f - a| + | a - hi | > 6] C 
C [|f - a| > \ 6] U C|a - h| > \ 6] , 
together with (1) and (3) above imply 
y[|f - h| > 6] < y[|f - a| > y 6 ] + y [ | a - h | > | 6] < 1 , 
and hence 
(5) ||l,-|f .
 h| , 6 ]ll r < 1 (1 < r < oo) 
(equality may occur in (5) when r = 0 0 ) . If we integrate the inequality 
| f — hi | < | if — a | + | a - h | over the set A = [ | f - h | > 6] and apply 
Holder's inequality, we obtain 
J J f - h|dy < / A(|f - o\ + \o - h|)dy = || (f - a ) I A 1^ + || (a - h)I A| 
-< ||f " a||p l l l j ^ + | | a - h | | 2 | | l A | | 2 , 
so that by (2), (4), and (5) we have 
(6) / A | f - h|dy < 6 . 
So far, then, we have shown that for every 6 > 0 there exists an 
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h e H which satisfies (6), where, it is recalled, A = [|f - h| > 6] . 
We construct the required sequence {h^l as follows: let 6^  be a 
decreasing sequence of positive numbers with lim 6 = 0, e.g., take 
K K 
6 = ^ - . For each k = 1, 2, let h, be the function in H which 
satisfies (6) with 6 = 6 ^ . If a is any fixed positive number, then 
ultimately ^ < a so that 
A k = c | f " hkl > a ] c A k = [|f - h k l > y 
and hence, from (6), 
(7) / J f - h k|dy < / A |f - h k|dy < 6k 
A. k 
k 
for all k sufficiently large. But 
0 < | f - h, | a + = ( | f - h, | - a) I
 A < | f - h | I A , 
Ak Ak 
therefore by (7) 
a+ 
0 < J|f - h | dy < / |f - h |dy < 6 —-> 0 
k * k k 
A k 
as k > 0 0 . D 
The next lemma introduces a useful and interesting vector space 
LEMMA 2, Let A = {f : f £ M and f a + £ L
 9 for every a > 0} , then A is 
a linear space of measurable functions and L^ C A for every p > 1, 
P T 00 • 
Proof. Let f and g be in A, and let c i- 0 be a complex number; then 
a/2+ a/2+ a/2+ a/|c|+ 
|f| ( = | f I), |g| and |f| are each integrable for 
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every a > 0 . This together with the relations 
a 
• + 
( c f ) a + l = Icf| a + = Icl | f I ' C | and 
|(f + g ) a + | = |f + g | a + < (|f| + | g | ) a + < |f| 2 + |g| 2 
at at 
(provable by direct computations) implies that (f + g) and (cf) are 
In for every a > 0 , which is equivalent to saying that f + g and cf 
are In A, all of which proves that A is a linear space. 
Now let f z L for some p e [1,°°) , let a > 0 and let 
p 
A = [|f| '> a] ; then U(A) < °° (not necessarily true if p = °°) , and 
[ U ( A ) ] 1 / P ' , if p i 1 
1 , if p - 1 
II 11 I at I 
whereupon ll-^/JIpt < 0 0 ' ^he inequality |f | < | if 11^ together with 
Holder's inequality implies 
at 
"l " " " A " l " """p 11 "^ A "p ? f ' IL < llfi.IL < HflLp- Hi 
Since a > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that f e A and hence L C A . [ 
P 
NOTEO It follows from the foregoing proof that f e A if and only if 
|f | z A ; furthermore, if f e A and if |g| < |f | a.e., then g e A . 
The last assertion follows almost immediately from the fact that 
I I I ! I I a t I I at 
|g| < |f| e A implies that |g| ^ If| £ ^ o r e v e p y a > ® * 
These remarks will be used in the proof of the next lemma. 
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LEMMA 3 0 Let V be a linear transformation on A with range in A_, and 
suppose || Vf || < || f || for p = 1 and p = 0 0 /or every f e A
 e T/zen /or 
every a > 0 and /or each f e A 
/ (a - |f|a~)dy < /|f| a +dy 
E(f,a) 
where E(f ,a) = [sup 11/n \ V ]f| > a] . 
n>l j.=0 
Proof. We construct two sequences {f } and {h } in A as follows: let 
^ n n 
a+ 
f = f , h = 0 ; and, if f , f., .... f , h • h., h have been 
o o o 1' n' o 1' ' n 
defined, then 
a- n 
(1) f = Vf - sgn(Vf )-min {|vf |, a - |f | - \ |h. |} 
n+1 n 43 n 1 n 1 1 1 , ' k 1 k=0 
n 
(2) h
 M = Vf - f = sgn(Vf )«min { | Vf |, a - | f a" | - I | h. | } . 
n+1 n n+1 n 1 n 1 1 1 , L ' k' k=0 
That the sequences i^n} and {h^} are in A can be shown by induction: 
a+ 
clearly f and h are in A since f = f e L n C A and h = 0 . 0 0 o l o 
Suppose it is known that f and h are in A 0 Then Vf e A. It follows 
n n n 
from (2), however, that |h _ I < IVf I; hence h . e A (c f. NOTE fol-
1
 n + 1 1 - 1 n' n+1 
lowing LEMMA 2), and therefore f , = Vf - h . e A. Thus, f and h to
 n+1 n n+1 ' n n 
are in A for every n = 0, 1, 2 . 
Next we establish the relations 
3 
(3) |fa~| + I|h|<a, j = 0, 1, 2, and 
k=0 k 
' - ^ *-k 
(4) V:f = v:fa + f. + I V ] V . , j = 0, 1, 2, ... 
:
 k=0 k 
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valid a.e. on X. 
For i = 0 (3) becomes I f a | + | h I = I f a | < a which follows 
o 
directly from the definition of the lower section f a . Suppose (3) 
s 
holds for some integer j = s > 0 . Then a - |f | - £ |h, | is non-
k=0 k 
negative, and using (2) it follows that 
s s 
|h I < la - |fa"| - T |h. | | = a - | f a" | - l |h. | , 
S + 1 I ^ 1 k M ^ 1
 k l 
s+1 
or, |f | + £ |h | < a . Thus (3) is true for j = s + 1 and hence 
k=0 k 
is true for all integers j = 0, 1, ... . 
Again, suppose that (4) has been verified for some integer 
j = s > 0 . Then 
V S + 1 f = v(v sf) = v(v sf a" + f + I v3~kh,) 
3
 k=o k 
= v s + 1 f a " + vf + I v s + 1 " k h 
3
 k=o k 
But Vf = f
 n + h _ by (2). Therefore s s+1 s+1 J 
v 3 + 1 = v s + 1 f a " + f , + h , + I v s + 1 " k h , S+1 S+1 . L n ) k=0 
s+1 
= v s + 1 f a " + f + I v s + 1 _ k h , 
3 + 1
 k=0 k 
and thus (4) holds for j = s + 1. On the other hand for j = 0 (4) 
reduces to the assertion f = f + f + h = f + f which is always 
o o 
true by definition of sectioning. Therefore, by induction, (4) holds 
for all integers j > 0 . 
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Summing from j = 0 to j = n, n > 1, in (4) and using the identity 
n J . , n . 
I I ^~k\ = ivHi h k) 
j=0 k=0 j=0 k=0 
(which may be proved by writing out the left-hand side and regrouping 
terms), we find 
(5) I V jf = I V j f a "
 + I I V j " k h k + I f 
j=0 j = 0 j = 0k=0 j=0 J 
n . _ n 
= I v : ( f a " + I h ) + I f 
j=0 k=0 j=0 J 
n . n n 
= I v^(fa"
 + I h ) + f a _ + I h + I f . 
j=l k=0 k=0 j=0 : 
n-j 
The inequality in (3) implies that II f a - 5" h, || < a for n > i > 0 : 
II Li U I loo — _ l — 3 
k=0 
by hypothesis V and hence V-1, j > 0 , cannot increase the essential 
supremum of any function in A, Therefore 
n . n~j n n-j 
I l | v :(f a" + I h k ) | L £ I ||fa" + I h |J. <na 
j=l k=0 * j=l k=0 
n . 
acee on X o It follows from this that the term J V ](f a + £ h ) in the 
j=l k=0 k 
last equality of (5) is bounded a.e. in absolute value by na; and we 
obtain, then, from (5) 
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n n n 
(6) | I V ]f| < na + |fa"| + I |h | + I |f 
j = 0 k=0 j=0 J 
< na + |fa | + I |h | + I |f 
k=0 j=0 • 
a . e c , n > 1
 c Clearly (6) holds for n = 0 . Now if x e E(f,a), then 
n 
x (n + D a < | I (V]f)(x) 
j=0 
for at least one integer n > 0
 s Taking n = n in (6), it follows that 
(n + l)a < n a + |fa (x)| + I |h, (x)| + I |f.(x)| , 
X X
 k=0 k j=0 ] 
and therefore 
( 7 ) a - |f a | < I |h,| + I |f.| , a.e. on E(f,a) . 
k=0 k j=0 : 
Now for any x e E(f,a) either ^ |f.(x)| = 0 or else f.(x) i 0 
j = 0 ] ] 
for at least one integer j > 0 * In the first case it follows from ( 7 ) 
that 
a - |f a"(x)| < I |h (x)| . 
k=0 k 
All statements involving x in the next several lines are to be 
interpreted as true for almost all x for which the statement is defined. 
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Suppose, then, that f.(x) / 0 , If j = 0, then f Q(x) = f a +(x) t 0 
which implies f (x) = a , or 
a - f ~ (x) = 0 = h (x) | < I h, (x) . 
° k = 0 k 
If j > 1 , then by (1) and (2) it must happen that: 
j-l 
|h.(x)| = |min (|Vf. (x)| , a - |f a (x)| - £ |h,(x)|}| 
1 ]
"
1
 k=0 k 
j-l 
= |a - |f a"(x)| - I |h,(x)|| . 
k=0 k 
j-l 
By (3), however, the quantity a - |f (x)| - £ |h v(x)| is non-negative 
k=o k 
Therefore 
h,(x)| = a - |f a (x)| - I |h, (x)| ; 
1
 k=0 k 
and once again we obtain 
a
 " |f a"(*)| = I |h, (x)| < I |h (x)| 
k=0 k k=0 k 
The preceding considerations imply that 
o o 
(8) a - |fa~| < I |h | , a.e0 on E(f,a) k=o k 
(Actually equality holds in (8) as may be seen by letting j • °° in 
(3).) The fact that h^ = 0 and |fa~| = |f|a~, together with (8), leads 
to the inequalities 
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(9) / (a - |f|a )dy < / £ |h |dy < / I |hjdy . 
E(f,a) E(f,a) k=l k=l 
n 
Now for n > 0 (3) implies that a - |f | - £ |h, | is non-
k=0 k 
negative; and, since |Vf | is always non-negative, it follows from (2) 
that 
n 
0 < min {IVf | , a - |fa"| - T lb 1} = In J , a.e. 
n 1 1 . L n
1
 k 1 1 n+11 k=0 
Hence, substituting in (1), we find that 
f _ = Vf - sgn(Vf )• |h J = ( |Vf | - |h J )sgn(Vf ) 
n+1 n n n+1 n n+1 n 
which implies f , , = Vf - h
 i n a.e., and therefore r
 n+1 1 1 n 1 1 n+11 
/ | h n + 1 | dp + / | f n + 1 | d p = / |V fJdp . 
But, by hypothesis flvf I dy = II Vf |L < ||f II, ; hence 
n 11 n Ml 11 n Ml 9 
(10) / l h n + l l d y + ^ f n + l l d V " / l f J d y > n = °> X> ' 
For n = 0 (10) becomes 
/|h1|du + / I f jdy < ||fa+|dy = /|f|a+dy 
But putting n = 1 in (10) gives J|h2|dy + /|f |dy < /|f1|dy e Therefore 
/|h 1| + |h21dy + /|f2|dy < /|f|a+dy . 
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Continuing in this manner, we obtain 
/ I l \ |dy < / I |h |dy + /1 f | dp < J|f| a +dy 
k = l k k=l k n 
for every n > 1. Letting n • 0 0 , it follows that 
(11) / I |h, |dy < / | f | a + dy 
k=l k 
Combining (9) and (11) gives 
/ <a " Ma~)du < | I |h |dy < / | f | a + dy 
E(f.a) k=l 
LEMMA 4. Let V be as in LEMMA 3. If {g } is a sequence in A such that 
K 
lim^ /1 gjj a f du ~ 0 fov evevy a > 0 , 
n-1 . 
then g k = sup |1/n \ V 3g | 0 . 
n>l j=0 
Proof. Let a be any positive number and E = [g > a] . Then by LEMMA 3 
K K 
we have 
(1) / (a - |gki )dy < / | g k r d y . 
E k 
If f > on X, then a straightforward calculation shows that 
f - f < y a ; 
and, by rearranging this inequality, adding a at the appropriate point 
and replacing f by |g^| , we obtain 
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(2) j a < (a - |g k| a") + |g kl 
Integrating (2) over and applying (1) gives 
- a+ 
(3) | a y ( E k ) < J (a - |g k| a~)dy+/ | g ] J 2 dy 
1_ 
1 /|g k|a +du + J|gk|2 dy 
By hypothesis both terms of the last inequality of (3) have limit zero 
as k f °° . Hence -^ a y(E, ) > 0 , or 
2 k 
n-1 . 
W limk U[g k = sup 11/n I V^gJ > a] = 0 , 
n>l j=0 
which is equivalent to g -^->- 0 , since a > 0 is arbitrary. 0 
LEMMA 5, Let V be a linear operator on L
 3 and suppose ||vf || < ||f || 
for every f e L . Then the set H of all functions of the form 
f l + f 2 " V f 2 • 
where is a fixed pojint of V in and f z A Lro ^ is dense in \* . 
Proof. L^ for 1 < r < 0 0 , and in particular L^
 5 is a norm-reflexive 
Banach space (cf. HEWITT, pp. 222-231), and V on L 2 satisfies the 
hypothesis of the KAKUTANI-YOSIDA THEOREM of Chapter II. It follows 
that the set of functions of the form f^ + g^ - Vg^ where f^ is a fixed 
point of V in L^ and g^ £ , is dense in L . 
Let f £ L 2 and £ > 0. Then there is a function h' = f^ + g^ - Vg^ 
of the above form such that 
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(1) l|f " h ' | l 2 < f • 
On the other hand f\ L is dense in since S C L^ O L and S is 
2 oo 2 2 °° 
dense in : hence there exists a function f^ e f\ L such that 2 2 2 0 0 
(2) || f 2 - g 2 H 2 < f . 
Setting h = f + f 2 - Vf 2 , it follows that h e H and h - h ? 
(f 2 - g 2) - V(f - g ). Application of (2) yields 
h - h'
 2 < I f 2 - g 2 | | 2 + V(f 2 - g 2 ) | 2 
< 2 If - s i < — 
- ^ 1^ 2 s2'2 2 
Therefore from (1) 
|| f-h||2 < ||f - h f ||2 + ||h' - h||2 < I + I = e . 
Thus, for every f e L 2 and every e > 0 there is an h e H such that 
|| 'f - h|| < e , which implies H is dense in L^. D 
(Note: LEMMA 5 and its proof are valid when L 2 is replaced by 
an arbitrary L
 9 r > 1.) 
The following lemma is based on the foregoing development. It 
is similar to the principal theorem of this chapter, but it carries a 
more restrictive hypothesis. 
LEMMA 6. Let V be a linear transformation on A with range in As and 
sup-pose that for each f e A, ||vf|| < ||f || for every r e [1 9 °°], Let 
f e Lp for some p, 1 < p < 0 0 . Then the limit 
n-1 
f" = lim 1/n V V f 
n , L n k=0 
A 
exists a*e. on X. Moreover, the function f is in L ; and, if p > 1, 
then convergence to f aZso takes place in the mean of order p. 
n r 1 k 
Proof, Let A = 1/n I V . To prove the a.e. convergence of {A f} 
n
 k=0 n 
it suffices to show that 
(1) lim lim A f - A f = 0 
n m 1 n m 1 
a
 c e r on X e 
The restriction of V to L^ satisfies the hypothesis of LEMMA 5 
If H is the set in L^ referred to in that Lemma, then H is dense in 
L ; and it follows from LEMMA 1 that there is a sequence {h } in H 
2 K 
such that 
(2) 1^ mk $ ^  ~ ^k ^ a + d l J = ^ "^or e v e r y a > 0 . 
Each h , being in H, has the form 
K 
h. = f, . + f„ . - Vf„ . k l,k 2,k 2,k 
where f is a fixed point of V in L and f , is an essentially 
1, k 2 2, K 
bounded function in L^. 
Since Vf. = f. it follows that V ]f. = f , ljk 1,K l»k ijk 
j = 0, 1, 2 ...9 and hence that 
( 3 ) A A = f l , k +
 1/nX(VJf2'k " V J + l f 2 , k ) = f l . k + 1 / n ( f 2 , k " ^ . k 
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Writing g^ = f - h^, then g^ e A and by (3) 
(4) A nf - A mf = l /n(f 2,k - V n f 2 ( ] < ) - l / m ( f 2 ) k - V m f 2 ) k ) + A ng k - A ^ 
By hypothesis V, and hence , and j > 0, cannot increase the 
essential supremum of any function in A, Hence 
Iv-'f I < llV-'f II < IIf II 
a.e. on X for each j and k. From this inequality and (4) it follows 
that 
A f - A f | < 2 (1/n + 1/m) ||f || + | A g J + | A g J 
n m 1 - 11 2,k1,100 1 n k 1 1 m t ok 1 
< 2(1/n + 1/m) || f2k\\a + 2i k a.e. , 
n-1 . 
where g^ = sup JA^g^l = sup |l/n £ V-' | . Or, since \\f^
 k|| < 
n>l n>l i=0 ' 
for each k, 
(5) lim lim A f - A f <2g n a.e. , 
n m 1 n m 1 - °k 
for each k = 1, 2, ... . 
On the other hand it follows from (2) and LEMMA 4 that 
g • 0 as k —~> 0 0 . 
K 
But convergence in measure of {g } to zero implies that there is a 
K 
1 t _ 
subsequence ig^} of {g } which converges a.e, on X to zeroc Since the k K 
left-hand side of (5) is independent of k, it follows that 
0 < lim lim A f - A f < lim, g, = 0 
n m ' n m 1 - k k • 
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a.e. on X. This proves (1) . 
When p > 1, the remaining assertions of LEMMA 6 are consequences 
of the KAKUTANI-YOSIDA THEOREM of Chapter II, since the restriction of 
V to L satisfies the hypothesis of that theorem and since L , p > 1, is 
P P 
a reflexive Banach space. 
A 
It remains only to show that, if f e L^, then f e L^. But 
n-1 
I IVHi - 1/nl H v D fHi - l l f H i ; 
j=0 
hence, by Fatou's lemma, 
/ I f" I dp = /lim IA fldp < lim / |A f I dp < f I f I dp < °° , 
J i i J
 n i ^ ^ i n i ^ i i 
which proves the assertion. (This also shows that 
\\t\ <- l l f l l i - ) D 
We shall show later that L, convergence of A f to f need not 
1 to n 
occur unless y(X) < 0 0 . 
Our next goal is to show that the conditions imposed on V in 
LEMMA 6 may be considerably relaxed. More precisely, we shall prove 
that if V is a linear operator on L , if ||vf || < ||f || , for every 
f e Ln and if llvf II < II f II for each f e Ln L , then there is an 
J _ 11 "co — 1 1 M 0 O J_ CO 
(essentially unique) extension of V to a linear transformation V on 
A with range in A such that II Vf II < II f II for every f e A and every 
II l i p - II l i p 
p e [1,°°] . 
The following lemma is essentially a special case of the Riesz-
Thorin convexity theorem (cf. ZYGMUND, p. 95). The proof given here 
follows that of Zygmund. 
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LEMMA 7. Let V be a linear operator on L , and suppose ||vf |^  < ||f || 
for every f e L 1 and l lv f^ < ||f|L for all f e L 1 A L^ . Then for 
any integrable simple function f, 
llvfll < llfll for every p z [1,°°] . II iip - II lip 
Proof. The proof depends on the following maximum modulus principle for 
a strip: Let $ be bounded and continuous on the strip 
D = {z = s + it : a < s < b, -°° < t < °°} 
(a, b finite) and analytic on the interior of D. If |$(z)| < m for 
z = a + it and z = b + it, - 0 0 < t < 0 0 , then |$(z)| < m for all z in D. 
ZYGMUND, p. 93, includes a proof of this result. 
Since LEMMA 7 is already true for p = 1 and p = 0 0 , we shall 
assume p is an arbitrary but fixed number with 1 < p < 0 0 . 
(I) Assume that f z S and llfll = 1 . 
up 
Using Holder's inequality and the fact that S is dense in L^T 
' P 
(where, it is recalled, p = ^T]~) * ^ c a n ^e shown that 
(1) ||h|| = sup {|/h-gdy| : g z S, 0 < ||g|| ' < 1} 
for any h z L^ . Let g be an arbitrary integrable simple function with 
0 < II glip' - 1 • Then by (1) it suffices to show that 
|/Vf-gdy| < 1 , 
since (1) would then imply Vf < 1 = f 
II iip - I iip 
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For each z in the strip 
D = {z = s + it : 0 < s < 1, -°° < t < °°} 
define integrable simple functions F^ and G^ on X by 
F z = |f| p Zsgn(f) and G z = |g|P ( 1 z )sgn(g) 
Since f and g are both in S, we can write 
n m i3. 
k=l ' k j=i J j 
where A^, . . „ , A^ are disjoint, B , B^ are disjoint; 
0 < y(A ) < °° , 0 < y(B.) < °° , for k = 1, n, j = 1, m ; 
K
 H 
ok , . . 8, a , 3 -i * 3 are real; and the numbers a,. a , 1 n 1 ' m ' 1' ' n 
b , . b^ are positive. From this it follows that 
n ioL m ' , . , 1 3 . 
P z ~ K T r - V J? « 3 
( 2 ) F z = * 6 \ ^ ^ = -\ : k=l k 3=1 
e J I„ . 
Now, letting <2>(z) = /VF^'G^dy , then by (2) and the linearity of V 
have 
we 
z z 
n m i,, i ( O L + 3 .) 
• <z) = 1 I f bP ( 1" z ) e k ' J V I a . ! d y 
k=l j=l k j 
n m y. .z 
= 1 I C, . e k ' ] , 
k=l j=l k ' ] 
where y . = p log a, - p log b. is real, and C, . is a complex number 
k>D k j k,] 
not depending on z. Therefore 0 is a linear combination of exponentials 
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in z and thus is bounded and continuous on the strip D (defined above) 
and analytic on the interior of D. 
i , i i , l pt , 
If z = it, t real, then |F | - ||f| sgn(f)| = 1 on the set 
n 
[ J A, and |F | = 0 otherwise. Hence 
k=l Z 
l l F i t I L = ess sup |F i t(x)| = 1 , 
X £ X 
and applying Holder's inequality we obtain 
|*(it)| < / | V F L T - G l t | d y < || VF.. 
But by the hypothesis on V ||VF.J| < ||F. II = 1 and therefore 
~< -I JT I I IIQQ I I j^ -j- IIQO 
(3) |$(it)| < llG^I^ . 
Similarly, if z = 1 + it, then 
p'(-it) 
|| G || = ess sup ||g(x)| sgn(g(x))| = 1 , 
Z
 °° x £ X 
and again by Holder's inequality 
|$(1 + it) I < 11 VF N .11 ||G. .J| = II VF .JL . 
1 -
 1+it "1 11 i+it"°° 11 l+it"l 
But II ^ ^"i+i-t Hi ~ 11^ 1+ it 1^1 9 ^ ^ e hypothesis on V, and therefore 
W l«(l+it)| < l l F ^ J ^ . 
t t 
Now |G^ | = ||g|P ^  i t' )sgn(g)| = |g|P , and 
| F 1 + . T | = ||f| p ( 1 + i t )sgn(f)| = |f|P . Hence 
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t t 
l | G iA = / l G i t ! d , J = ^ g l P d y = H g H p ' - 1 ' and 
l|F1+itll = /|F 1 +. t|dp = /|f | pdy = |f||P = 1 
from which, with (3) and (M-), it follows that 
| <Kit) | < and | $(1 + it) | < 1 
for all t £ (-00,00). Hence 
|$(z)| < 1 for every z £ D , 
by virtue of the maximum modulus principle stated previously. In 
particular 
| * ( - ) | < 1 . 
1
 P 1 
1 ' 1 
p(-) p ( 1 - - ) 
But F 1 = |f| P sgn(f) = f and G = |g| P sgn(g) = 
P P 
= |g| sgn(g) = g from which it now follows that 
|/vf-g dy| = $(-) < 1 . 
p 
(II) Assume f £ S is arbitrary. 
If II f II = 0 , then f = 0 a.e. and hence Vf = o a.e. Thus II ii p 
llvf ||p = 0 < 0 = || . 
If ||f|| ? 0 , then ||f'|| = 1 where f' = S—- . Hence by (I) 
"p "p ,|f,| 
II lip 
l l v f l l 4= 
- II V(-L_) I L = ||Vf |l < f l l " Hfl^ P P 
P 
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which implies || Vf ||^  < II f lip 
LEMMA 8= Let V be as in LEMMA 7 „ Then for every p, 1 < p < 0 0 , there is 
a unique operator V^ on L^ which satisfies 
V f = Vf for every f e L ^ O L^ . 
Moreover l l v f l ! < l l f l l for every f e L . 
II
 p iip II p tf p 
Proof. Let f e L , and let { Q n} he any sequence in S for which 
j| f - a n l l p — 0 ' The sequence {Va^} is a Cauchy sequence in L^ since 
{o^} is Cauchy in L^ and by LEMMA 7 
i Va - Va || = || V(a - a ) || < || a - a || 
" n m"p 11 m "p 11 n m"p 
Therefore since L^ is complete, it follows that there is an element 
g £ L such that 11 Va - g|| — 0 . If {a } is any other sequence In 
p " n " p n 
S with limit f in the mean of order p and if g' is the corresponding 
limit as found above, then 
llg - g ' I I £ II g " Va || + || Va - Va * || + Hva* - g'|l . 
II to to lip II &
 nllp II n nllp II n to ||p 
But 11 Va - Va || < || a - a || , and therefore 11
 n n"p " " n n" p 
II g " g II ^ |g - Va || + || a - a || + || Va - g |  < 
II to to ||p I  to
 n M p || n n M p || n to Up 
» i  < || g - Va || + || a - f || + || f - a'|| + 11Va.' - g' 
II to
 n ||p || n ||p || n Up || n to ,,p 
Letting n °° , it follows that ||g - g'|| = 0, or g = g a.e. Thus g, 
the limit of iVa^} in the mean of order p, is independent of the sequence 
{a } provided only that ||a - f[| — 0 : and it follows that the 
n r
 11
 n "p 
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equation 
(1) v p f - g 
defines a transformation V on L into L which is clearly linear 
P P P 
< Va - g | ) 
" n " p Furthermore, since II ^
a
n Hp * II § lip ( H^arJp ~ H ^  Hp 
and I a • f| , we have that 
I I
 n i i p ii np 
||g|| = lim || Va || < lim II o || = ||f||_ 
MO lip .,11
 nllp - .11 nllp II lip 
that is 
V f < f for every f E L 
II
 p Up n ii p p 
This last inequality of course also implies that V is continuous on L 
P P 
To see that V is unique let U be any operator on L such that 
P P 
Uh = Vh for every h e H 
where H is dense in L and H C Ln f\ L . For any f e L let {h } be any p 1 p J p n J 
sequence in H for which ||f - h || *• 0 . Then V h = Vh = Uh , and, 
^
 11
 n"p p n n n 
using continuity of both U and V , we have 
|| Uf - V f|| < || Uf - Vh || + || Vh - V f || 11
 p »p - 11 n"p 11 n p "p 
= || Uf - Uh || + || V h - V f || »• 0 
11
 n"p 11 p n p "p 
as n > 0 0 . Hence Uf - V f | = 0 or Uf = V f a.e. for every 
11
 p "p p 
f £ L . 
P 
We finish the proof by showing that V_^  agrees with V on f\ 
Let f be any function in L-^O L^ . Then there is a sequence { a R} in S 
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such that 
(2) a < f a. e. , n > 1 , and 
(3) I  a - f|| y 0 
n "p 
(cf. HEWITT, p. 197). Condition (3) implies a^ -^-> f , and this to­
gether with (2) and the fact that f £ L^ implies by the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem that || a - f|L > 0 . Therefore, by 
" n "1 
continuity of V on L, it follows that 
1 
(4) I  Va - Vf IL y 0 . 
II
 N
 1
 • ZL 
On the other hand by definition of V (equation (1)) and (3) we have 
P 
(5) || Va - V ±71| —-> 0 . 
n p "p 
But (4) implies Va Vf, and (5) implies Va V f ; and thus, 
c
 n r n p 
Vf = V f a.e, since limits in measure are unique (cf. HALMOS [1], 
P 
p. 92). D 
The next lemma gives the extension of V to A promised at the end 
of LEMMA 6. 
LEMMA 9. Let V be as in LEMMAS 7 and 8. Then for all f in A the limit 
Vf = lim V f a + 
a+o + 
exists uniformly a.e. on X and defines an extension of V to a linear 
transformation V on A with range in A. Moreover for each f £ A and for 
every p £ [1,°°] we have 
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Vf < f . 
i i p i i p 
The trans formation V is unique in two senses: (i) For 1 < p < 0 0 the 
restriction of V to L^ is identical with the unique linear operator 
on determined in LEMMA 8. (ii) If U is a linear transformation on A 
into M which extends V anJ i/ ||uf || < ||f ||^  for every f e A_, t/zen 
U = V . 
a+ a+ 
Proof. Let f e A ; then f e L^ for every a > 0 , which implies Vf 
is defined. Furthermore, if 0 < a < b , then |f a + - f^+j < b - a a.e, 
so that by the hypothesis on V we have 
Vf - Vf < V(f - f ) < f - f < b - a 
1 1 — 11 ' i i o o — 11 HQO — 
a.e. on X. From this inequality it follows that the limit of Vf a + as 
a -> 0 + exists uniformly a.e., and we define 
(1) Vf = lim Vf a + for each f e A. 
a+0+ 
To see that the operation V defined by (1) in linear on A we pro­
ceed as follows: Let f and g be arbitrary functions in A, and let c be 
a non-zero complex number. Then to prove that V(f + g) = Vf + Vg and 
V(cf) = c(Vf) It suffices to show that 
(2) lim ||v(f + g ) a + - (Vf a + + Vg*" 1")^ = 0 and 
a+0+ 
(3) lim | |v(cf) a + - cVf a +|| o o= 0 , 
a-*0+ 
respectively. Now for any a > 0 we have 
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( 4 ) |(f + g ) a + - (f a + + g a + ) | = ( 
f a + + g a +|, when |f + g| < a 
3+ 3L"f i 
f + g - a - f -g 3 otherwise 
where a - a sgn(f + g) » But 
r~ - r.a+ a+ ,_a- a- - _ f + g - a - f - g = f + g - a < 3a , 
and by direct though tedious manipulations 
ci"t* i i i I I 
f + s < f + g + 2a < 3a when f + g < a . 
Hence from (4) it follows that |(f + g ) a + - (f a + + g a + ) | < 3a , and 
therefore 
V(f + g ) a + - (Vf a + + Vg a +)|| < || (f + g ) a + - (f a + + g a +)|| < 3a — 0 
as a •> 0 which proves (2). 
To prove (3) suppose |c| > 1 ; then by direct application of the 
definition of upper section we obtain for each a > 0 
(cf) a+ 
0 , when f < 
( f a + ) | = < IcfI - a < a(|cI - 1 ) , when - a — < IfI < a 
1 i_i 
a( c - 1), when f > a ; 
i a+ a+ I I I I I 
whereupon |(cf) - c(f )| < a(|c| - 1) . Similarly if 0 < |c| < 1 , 
then |(cf) a - c(f a )| < a(l - |c|) . In either case it follows that 
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V(cf) a + - cVfa+|| < I (cf) a + - c(f a +)|| < a |c - 1 • 0 
as a •> 0 + . 
To show that V is an extension of V let f e L . Then we have 
V f a + - Vf < ||V(fa+ - f)|| < | f a + - fll = fa"| < a 
a+ 
whereupon lim Vf = Vf uniformly a.e., and by (1) 
a-K)+ 
(5) Vf = Vf for every f e L . 
So far then we have shown that V is a linear transformation on 
A which extends V. 
Before showing that the range of V is in A it simplifies matters 
to establish the inequality 
(6) IVf i If I , for every p e [l, 0 0], f e A . 
II i i p Up 
If f e A and if for some p e [1,°°], || f || = °° , then (6) holds trivially 
Assume then that for some p f is an arbitrary function in L^ so that 
j|f I < co . We consider three cases. 
(I) Assume p = 1. Then by (5) Vf = Vf , and (6) then follows 
from the hypothesis on V which says ||Vf || < (jf || for every f e L^. 
(II) Assume 1 < p < 0 0 . Then for each a > 0 f e L A L , 
1
 P 
a+ a+ 
which implies Vf = V f by LEMMA 8; and therefore 
(7) /|Vf a +| Pdu = || V fa+||P < ||fa+||P 
VI I II p II p - II II p 
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for every a > 0 , since does not increase the norm of any function 
in L . Since lim |Vf a +| P = |Vf|P , it follows from (7) and an applica-
P
 a+0 + 
tion of Fatou's lemma that 
Vf IP < lim inf f|vf a +| Pdy < 
P
 a+0 
< lim inf I  f a + ||P < 
" a-0 + P " 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that |f a +| < |f| 
for every a > 0 . Hence ||Vf|| < ||f || 
P " P 
a+ 
(III) Assume p = 0 0 . Then f e L nO L , so that 
r
 1 0 0 
||Vfa+|| < || f3"1"!^ for every a > 0 by the hypothesis on V, and it fol­
lows that 
Vf| = lim |vfa+| < lim inf ||vfa+|| < 
I ^ . I 1 - 11 H O O -
a>0 a+0+ 
< lim inf || f a + || < || f 
N H O O - 11 
a>0 + 
a.e. on X c Therefore 
Vf || = ess sup|(Vf)(x) < ||f . 
I I 1 1 0 0 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 LOO 
x e X 
This concludes the proof of (6). 
To see that the range of V is in A consider any function f in A, 
We must show that 
* a+ 
(8) Vf e for every a > 0 . 
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a/3+ 
Let a > 0 be arbitrary. Since A is a linear space and f e L^ C A , 
a/3- a/3+ 
it follows that f = f - f e A , whereupon by the linearity of V 
and various properties of sectioning we have 
—+ — 
(9) |Vf| a + = |Vf3 + Vf 3 | a + < 
< Ivf3 I 2 + Ivf3 | 2 + < |vf 3 + |
 + Ivf3 I 2 . 
Now by (6) V will not increase the L^-norm of any function in A, and 
hence 
a__ a_ a__ 
iVf3" I < ||Vf3 II < If3" || < J a.e. 
I I II I loo » " o o 3 
a a 
3-,2 + 
Now from the definition of upper section it follows that |Vf | = 0 
a 0e. Substituting in (9), we obtain 
a a a a 
h h ^ h 
|Vf| a + < |Vf3 | + |Vf3 | 2 = |Vf3 | 
a=e. On Integrating this inequality and applying (6) again it follows 
that 
a_ a_ a_ 
e
 t " , A•+• t i " 1 i II " 3 + n n 3 + i t / Vf dy < J Vf dy = Vf L < f I < » V I I i II 1 ' _L " "1 
which proves (8) since a > 0 is arbitrary. 
In order to prove the uniqueness assertion (i) let V denote the 
P 
restriction of V to L where 1 < p < 0 0 . Then V is a linear operator 
P P 
on Lp which extends V (cf. (5) and (6) above). But by LEMMA 8 such an 
extension is unique. 
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To prove (ii) let U be a linear transformation on A with range in 
M, let Uf = Vf for every f E L^ and suppose || U±7 < || f for every 
f e A. Then for every a > 0 and for any f £ A (5) and (6) imply 
Uf - Vf II < || Uf - Vfa+|| + ||vfa+ - Vf 
Uf - Ufa+|| + ||Vfa+ - Vf || < 
< | f - f a +1| + | f a + - f < 2a . 
Letting a ->• 0 + , it follows that I Uf - Vf I  = 0 , or Uf = Vf a.e. 
" * N Hoo 
for any f £ A . D 
We are now ready for the main theorem of this chapter. 
DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ POINTWISE ERGODIC THEOREM (1956). Let V be a linear 
operator on L with ||vf || < || f || for every f E L 1 and ||vf ^  < ||f 
for every f E L A L^ . Then for each f E L the limit 
n-1 
f" = lim 1/n T V f 
n k = 0 
exists a.e. on X; the limit f is integrable, in fact ||f || < || f || , 
and is a fixed point of V. 
Proof. The proof follows from LEMMAS 6 and 9. For if V is the exten­
sion of V given by LEMMA 9, then V satisfies the hypothesis of LEMMA 6; 
and it follows that the limit 
n _ 1
- k 
(1) f" = lim 1/n J V f 
n k=0 
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exists a.e. for any f in L^, 1 < p < °° . In particular if f e L^, then 
we may replace V by V in (1). That 
(2) ||f II, < llfl l, 
follows as In the proof of LEMMA 6. 
To see that f is a fixed point of V let {g v} be a sequence of 
K 
integrable simple functions such that 
(3) lim f - g = 0 . 
Since (g^) is in L ] _ ^ Lp ^ o r e v e r Y P > 1 5 it follows by LEMMA 6 that, 
taking p = 2, 
(4) lim_J|Angk - g k | | 2 = 0 (k > 1) 
n-1 . 
where A = 1/n Y V ] . It follows by LEMMA 9 that V and hence V n, n > 
j=0 
does not increase the L norm of g ; hence 
Z K 
V g k 4 - g k H 2 < ||v(g; - A n g k ) | + ||VAngk - g;||2 < 
< llg k-A ng kll 2 + l|l/n(Vngk - g k ) + A n g k - gkJ||2 
< 2 | | g " - A g, || + 2/n| k "nBk"2 ^'""isKM2 * 
Letting n •> °° it follows by (4) that ||Vg - g = 0 or 
(5) Vg k = g k a.e., k = 1,2 . . 
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Applying (2), (3), (5) and the fact that V does not increase the 
L -norm, we obtain 
v f " - f ||: < | | v ( f " - g ^ ) ^ + | | v g k ' - f " ! ^ 
< iif - s A + iisk - f iij. 
2 | | ( f - g k) || < 2||f - g k | | 1 - . 0 
as k c° ; whereupon Vf = f a.e. Q 
Note: It follows from inequality (2) in the preceding proof that 
the equation 
Pf = f , f e L 
defines a continuous projection of L^ onto the set of fixed points of 
V. 
COROLLARY. If in addition to the hypothesis of the DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ 
THEOREM u(X) < °° , then for each f e L we have in addition to the con­
clusion (and using the same notation) of that theorem 
n-1 
f" - 1/n I V Kf || —* 0 . 
k=0 
n ; x k 
Proof. The condition u(X) < 0 0 implies L C L,
 e Write A = 1/n ) V 0 0
 1 n u k=0 
and let g £ L^ . Then by the hypothesis on V A^ does not increase the 
essential supremum of g, so that 
A ng| < || A n g < ||g|.L < °° a.e. 
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Since the function which is identically equal to the constant ||g|| is 
integrable and since the sequence {A g} by the previous theorem is a.e. 
convergent to a function g in L , it follows by the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem that 
(1) l|Ang - g || x • 0 . 
Now let f be arbitrary in L , and using the fact that is dense 
In L n, choose a sequence {g, } in L such that 1 ^ °k 0 0 
f
 - Mi — 0 • 
If f = lim A f and g. = lim A g, as given by the DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ 
, n k ^ n k 
THEOREM, then 
(2) ||gk - f II, = II (g k - f ) ! , < ||gk - f||, 
Furthermore, by the hypothesis on V it follows that 
(3) ||An(f - g k)|| 1 < || f - gk||1 . 
Therefore 
- f l x S l|A„(f - g^ll, + |A ng k- gjl, + ||gk - f , 
< 2||f -
 + ||Angk - gk||1 
Applying (1) with g = g^ we then obtain 
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lim A f - f < 2 f - gn L • 0 as k •> » 
n 11 " °k "1 
which implies lim IIA f - f |L = 0 . D 
,-,11
 n 
The following example shows that mean convergence (of order 1) 
need not occur if y(X) = 0 0 . Let X = ( - ° ° , ° ° ) , flL the Lebesgue measurable 
subsets of X, and y Lebesgue measure. Define V by 
(Vf)(x) = f(x - 1) , -co<x<oo
 9 
for every measurable function f. It is easily verified that V satisfies 
the hypothesis of the DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ THEOREM. In fact llvfll = llfll 
I  i i p n iip 
for 1 < p < 0 0 and f measurable, so that V satisfies the hypothesis of 
LEMMA 6 (LEMMA 9 is not needed here). 
Let f = I,n _ n. Then (Vkf)(x) = f(x - k) = If. , i i n ( x ) , and we (0,1] (k,k+l] 
obtain 
n-1 
1/n I V Kf(x) = 1/n I (x) • 0 
k=0 ^ u , n J 
as n 0 0 for all x. But 
1/n 1 ( 0 ] ! ^ = 1/n y(0,n] = 1 ^ 0 
as n 0 0 . Note, however, that if p > 1, then 
1_ 
|| 1/n I,.
 n || = - • n P = / 1 1 N / • 0 
11
 (0,n]"p n (P-D/P 
as is predicted by LEMMA 6. 
The following remarks are pertinent 
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(1) Using the same hypothesis as in the DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ THEOREM more 
n v X k 
can be proved. Let A = 1/n l V (where V denotes both the operator on 
n
 k=0 
L^ and its extension to A as given by LEMMA 9), and let f be in some L^ 
where 1 < p < 0 0 ; then 
f = sup|A^f| e L 
(cf. LEMMA 4), and in fact 
n>l n P 
1 
P 
p " ^P-1' I r "P 
f|| < 2(-£T)P||f 
A similar result holds when f £ L^ and u(X) < °° (the upper bound for 
||f||^  , however^ is complicated and in practice rather poor). These 
results imply of course the existence of dominating functions in L for 
n-1 P 
v k 
the averages 1/n ^ V f . For a proof of these assertions and for other 
k=0 . 
extensions of the theory cf, DUNFORD AND SCHWARTZ [2] pp. 678-708. 
(2) The method of proof embodied in LEMMA 3 was first developed jointly 
by R. V. Chacon and D. Ornstein (cf. CHACON AND ORNSTEIN) who proved 
the following theorem: 
CHACON-ORNSTEIN POINTWISE ERGODIC THEOREM (1960). Let V be a positive 
linear operator on L^ {i.e. Vf > 0 a.e. whenever f > 0 a.e.), and sup­
pose || Vf ||^  < ||f if,-^  for every f £ L^ . Then the limit 
I v k f 
k=0 
lim n n-1 , 
I v k g k=0 
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exists a.e. on [ ^ V g > 0] for every f and g ^n L , g > 0 a.e. 
k=0 
Neither the DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ THEOREM nor the CHACON-ORNSTEIN THEOREM 
implies the other, although recently (1963) by using a considerably 
refined technique similar to the construction in the proof in this 
chapter and in the proof of the CHACON-ORNSTEIN THEOREM Chacon has 
apparently proved a theorem which contains both of the results previ­
ously alluded to as special cases (cf. CHACON [2]). 
(3) Operators satisfying the hypothesis of either the DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ 
or the CHACON-ORNSTEIN THEOREMS arise naturally in the theory of Markov 
processes (in fact this theory was the original motivation for the 
study, begun by Doob, E. Hopf and others, of operator theoretic gener­
alizations of the classical ergodic theorems). The operator here is 
defined directly on the function space by means of an integral equa­
tion involving a Markov kernel, e.g. 
(Vf)(x) = / f(y)p(x;dy) 
where p(x;A) is a probability transition mechanism. We shall not go 
into this, however. (In this connection cf. YOSIDA, p. 379, or 
DUNFORD AND SCHWARTZ [2], p. 715.) 
(4) Needless to say these ergodic theorems are generalizations of the 
classical ergodic theorems of Birkhoff and von Neumann in which the 
operators are defined In terms of a transformation acting directly on 
the ground space X* It will be the purpose of Chapter IV to discuss 
some aspects of such transformations. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MEASURE PRESERVING TRANSFORMATIONS 
Linear operators satisfying conditions of the convergence theo­
rems of the last chapters have classically been those which are induced 
by transformations acting directly on the underlying ground space X. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the basic facts of the theory 
of measure preserving transformations as it relates to these convergence 
theorems. In particular the classical ergodic theorem of Birkhoff is 
proved. We conclude this chapter with a discussion of an example of an 
ergodic measure preserving transformation arising in the theory of con­
tinued fractions. 
Most of the material in this chapter is well known. In fact, the 
example referred to above, is given as an exercise in LOEVE, p. 454. 
Primarily the material has been arranged and selected towards an origi­
nal solution to the exercise. 
Until otherwise indicated (X,Q,y), as in Chapter III, is a 
cr-finite complete measure space. Let T be a transformation on X with 
range in X, and suppose T is measurable (i.e. T "*"A for every A e Q 
where, as usual, T 1 A = {x : Tx e A}). T is said to be \i-measure pre­
serving (or simply measure preserving) if 
y(T _ 1A) = y(A) for every A eft . 
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We shall use the abbreviation m.p. for measure preserving. 
Any measurable transformation T on X into X, m.p. or not, induces 
a transformation on M (the space of complex measurable functions de­
fined a.e. on X) as follows: Letting f e M, then for any x e X 
(VTf)(x) = f(Tx) 
provided the right-hand side of this equation is defined. The next 
lemma is central to the ergodic convergence theorems for m.p. trans­
formations . 
LEMMA 1. Let T be m.p. on X, and let V be the induced transformation 
on M. Then V T is linear and positive (i.e. f > 0 a.e. implies that 
V f > 0 a.e.). Moreover, 
(i) /v T f d y = /fdy (f e L^; and 
(ii) ||V_f || - || f || (f e L , 1 < p < «,) 
II
 T i i p i i p p > 
that is, V T is a linear isometry on each L^. 
Proof. That is linear and positive is clear from its definition. 
To prove (i) suppose first that f is an integrable simple function, 
say f = E. C I ; then 
K A. 
k 
(1) (VTf)(x) = I- C k I A (Tx) = E. C k I T _ l A (x) 
k k 
so that 
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(2) /VTfdu = E C Ry(T 1Ak) 
= Z. C Ru(A k) = /fdy 
Now let f be non-negative on X and integrable. We may choose a sequence 
{f } of non-negative integrable simple functions such that f < f and 
f f a.e. It follows from (1) and (2) above that {V fn} is a se-
n T 
quence of non-negative integrable functions. Moreover /v^f .dy = /fndy, 
and 
(V Tf )(x) = f (Tx) t f(Tx) = (VTf)(x) a.e I n n T 
Applying the monotone convergence theorem it follows that 
(3) /fdy = lim J f dy = lim Jv_f dy = /v fdy . 
' n ' T n * T 
The truth of (i) for an arbitrary f e may now be seen by writing 
f = f n - f^ + i (f 0 - f,) where f. > 0 a.e., f. e Ln ( j = 1,2,3,4) and 
1 2 3 4 ] ~ ] 1 
applying (3) to each f . 
To prove (ii) we consider two cases. 
(I) Assume f e L for some p e[l, °°) . Then for x e X 
P 
|(V Tf)(x)| P = |f(Tx)|P = (V T|f| P)(x) , 
whereupon by (i) (|f|P e L±) we have 
VTf||P = /|V Tfpdu = /V T|f| Pdu = /|f|Pdy = ||f||P 
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and hence /it = n • 
(II) Assume f e L Then for any a > 0 
y[ V_f > a] = y(T x[|f| > a]) = y[ f| > a] ; 
and therefore 
= inf{a : y['|V_fI > a] = 0} 
= inf{a : y[If > a] = 0} = I fI . D 
• • —
 1 1
 "oo 
From LEMMA 1 and the theorems of Chapters II and III we immediately 
obtain all the usual classical ergodic convergence theorems for m.p. 
transformations. For example, since L^ is relexive for 1 < p < 0 0 , 
it follows from LEMMA 1 and the KAKUTANI-YOSIDA THEOREM that the averages 
V k . * 
1/n [ V f are mean convergent of order p to some function f (depend-
k = 0 
ing on f) whenever f e L for some p e (1,°°), i.e., 
where dx = dy(x) = y(dx). For p = 2 this is just the assertion of the 
von Neumann mean ergodic theorem proved in 1932. Rather than discuss 
the formal details of this theorem we shall take up the more interesting 
case of pointwise convergence. 
BIRKHOFF POINTWISE ERGODIC THEOREM (1931). Let T be m.p. on X. Then 
for each f in L the limit 
P 
lim /|f"(x) - 1/n I f(T x)|Pdx = 0 
n
 k = 0 
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n-1 
lim 1/n V f(T X) = f (x) 
n 
k = 0 
exists for almost all x. The limit f is integvable and f (Tx) = f (x) 
a.e. If y(X) < °°, then /f"dy = /fdy . 
Proof. Let f e L , then 
n-1 , n-1 
(1) I f(T x) - £ (V kf)(x) 
k=0 k=0 
where V is the operator induced by T. Condition (ii) of LEMMA 1 im­
plies that V satisfies the hypothesis of the DUNFORD-SCHWARTZ THEOREM, 
and hence by (1) the limit of 1/n 2, f(T x) exists a.e., the limit func-
k = 0 
tion f is integrable and is a fixed point of V , i.e., 
f"(Tx) - V T f 8 \ x ) - f"(x) a.e. 
It remains to show that if y(X) < 0 0 , then 
/f"dy = /fdy . 
But the assumption y(X) < 0 0 implies, by the COROLLARY to the DUNFORD-
SCHWARTZ THEOREM, that 
n-1 , 
(4) lim /l/n I V fdy =/f"dy . 
k = 0 
But by (i) of LEMMA 1 / v fdy = /fdy , which implies 
n-1 
/l/n J V Kfdy = /fdy 
k = 0 
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for every n = 1,2,..., and therefore by (4) 
n-1 
JF"DY =lim /l/n I V KFDY = /FDY k = 0 
Notes. (1) By LEMMA 1 is a positive linear operator on L^, 
and ||v,j,f || = || f ||^  for every f e L^. It follows that in the case where 
n-1 
y(X) < 0 0 we can also obtain the a.e. convergence of {1/n £ V f} 
k = 0 
(f e L ) by taking g = 1 in the CHACON-ORNSTEIN THEOREM, mentioned in 
n-1 
Chapter III; for then £ g(T x) = n, so that 
k=0 
n-1 
k 
n-1 , , L 'T I V T
K F 
1 / N X V T K F = 
I V T K * 
k = 0 
which is a.e. convergent by that theorem. 
(2) For an elegant direct proof of the BIRKHOFF THEOREM 
cf. HALMOS [2], p. 18. 
We introduce now the concept of an ergodic transformation. A set 
A e ft is said to be trivial (or ]i-triviat) if either y(A) = 0 or 
y(A ) = 0. Note that if v << y, then a y-\trivial set is also v-trivial. 
Let T be a m.p. transformation on X. A function f e M is invariant 
(with respect to T) if f(Tx) = f(x) a.e., or equivalently, if f is a 
fixed point of the induced operator V^; a set A e Q is invariant (under 
T) if its indicator 1^ is invariant. Clearly a set A is invariant if 
and only if y(AAT ^A) = 0 . T is ergodic if the only invariant sets 
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are trivial. Other terms for ergodic are indecomposable or metrically 
transitive. 
The following lemma is used in the proof of a corollary to the 
BIRKHOFF THEOREM. The corollary interprets some of the consequences of 
ergodicity. 
LEMMA 2. Let T be m*p. on X. Then T is ergodic if and only if every 
invariant measurable function is constant a.e. 
Proof. Suppose that every invariant measurable function is constant 
a.e. If A E 0 is an invariant set, then I. is an invariant measurable 
A 
function, and hence either 1 = 0 a.e. or else I. = 1 a.e., which 
A A 
implies either u(A) = 0 or u(A ) = 0 . Thus every invariant set is 
trivial, and T is ergodic. 
Conversely, suppose that T is ergodic, and let f be an invariant 
measurable function. Assume first that f is real valued. Since f 
is finite a.e. on X, it follows that there are real numbers a and b with 
a < b such that 
(1) uCa < f < b] * 0 . 
Since f is invariant it follows that the set [a < f < b] is invariant 
and hence trivial, since T is ergodic. In view of (1) this implies 
(2) • u[f < a] = u[f > b] = 0 . 
Let a = inf{a : u[f > a] = 0} . 
o 
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Then by (1) and (2) it follows that a < a < b . Assume f f a a.e. 
- o o 
Then there is an e > 0 such that either y[f < a - e] ^ 0 or else 
o 
p[f > a + e] ? 0. The second case cannot occur since 
o 
[f > a + e] C. [f £ a + TT £ ] and by definition of a 
~ o v - o 2 J o 
y [ f > a o + -2-e] = 0 . The first case cannot occur since the invariance 
of f implies [f < a - e] is trivial, and hence y[f > a Q - e] = 0, 
again contradicting the definition of a . It follows, then, that 
f = a a.e. 
o 
Now suppose f is complex valued, measurable, and invariant. Then 
Re(f) and Im(f) are real and evidently invariant and hence must be con­
stants a,e. by the previous paragraph, whereupon f = Re(f) + ilm(f) is 
constant a.e. 0 
COROLLARY. Let T be an ergodic y-m.p. transformation on X. If 
y(X) = 0 0 , then 
n-1 
(i) lim 1/n J f(T x) = 0 a.e. (f e L n) 
n
 k=0 1 
If y(X) < °° , then 
k (ii) lim 1/n 7 f(T x) = -f^ fdy 
n
 k=0 y ( x ) 
a.e. for every f in L^. 
Proof. Let f e L^  and f (x) = lim 1/n 7 f(T^x) which exists a.e. on 1 n k=0 
account of the BIRKHOFF THEOREM. Then f* is invariant and integrable, 
Since T is ergodic, it follows by LEMMA 2 that f is an integrable 
constant c. 
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If y(X) = 0 0 , then the only integrable constant function is 
zero, so that f = c = 0 a.e. This proves (i). 
If y(X) < °° , then cy(X) = /f"dy = /fdy , and thus 
C = F
"
 =
 Y 0 0 ' F D Y A * E -
This proves (ii). 0 
Note: Conclusion (ii) is usually given the following interpre­
tation: when T is ergodic, one may calculate the "phase average" 
1 n _ 1 k 
, y, /fdy by calculating arbitrarily large "time averages " 1/n I f(T x) 
y
^
 ;
 k=0 
(provided, of course, the x used in the time average is not in the 
exceptional set of measure zero where everything goes wrong). 
EXAMPLE. An application of the BIRKHOFF THEOREM to the theory of con­
tinued fractions. 
This example shows that, in general, proving a given transforma­
tion T ergodic is usually almost as hard as proving the ergodic theorem 
itself (cf. the remarks in HALMOS [2], p. 96, in this connection). 
In the example X = [0,1], is the algebra of Lebesgue measur­
able subsets of X, and A is Lebesgue measure. The transformation in 
question is defined by 
Tx = 
- - [ - ] , if x / 0 
X X 
0, if x = 0 
where [•] denotes the greatest integer function. Let y be the measure 
on (J. defined by 
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(2)
 u ( A) = _ L _ / _i_ d x { A e ( J ) 
(dx = dA(x)). The measure y is called Gauss' measure. The main theorem, 
which follows, will be used to derive various results in the measure 
theory of continued fractions. 
THEOREM (I). T is ^.-measure preserving and ergodio. 
Proof that T is y-m.p. Define y^ on Ql by 
y T(A) = y(T"1(A)) = — ^ / ^ dx (A e a ) 
T _ 1(A) 
Then y is a measure on 0 (set operations are preserved under T ^ ) . 
Since any measure on Q| is essentially determined by its values on the 
semiring of half-open intervals [a,b) , 0 < a < b < 1 , (cf. HALMOS 
[1], pp. 30-66), it is clear that in order to prove T is y-measure pre­
serving it suffices to show 
(3) yTC0,t)) = y(T 1[0,t)) = y([0,t)) 
for every t, 0 < t < 1 . But for any t e (0, 1] 
T 1[0,t) = {x : - - [ - ] < t} = 
x x 
k=l k=l 
and therefore 
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oo — oo 
/„-l r n. u 1 v f k 1 A 1 V i (k+l)(k+t) 
( T [ Q t ) ) =
 T o T T A i , x 7 T d x = I c T T A L Q G (k+i+t)(k) k=l 1 & k=l 
k+t 
1
 lim Y[log(^ii-) - log(^-)] = log 2 n
 n
L
n
L to
'k+l+t &'k+t k=l 
1
 lim [iog(-?-) - iog(-^-)] = 
log 2 n to n+t 43 t+1 
which proves (3). 
Before proving that T is ergodic we need some preliminary facts 
from the theory of continued fractions. 
An expression of the form 
where c,,...,c are non-zero numbers, is called a finite continued 
1' ' n ' J 
fraction of order n with elements or partial quotients c , ...9c . 
Let {c } be an infinite sequence of non-zero numbers. If the limit of 
n 
^ ^  + ... + r-^ exists, then it is denoted by i — ^ + r-^ - + ... and is 
1 f°l | C1 | C2 
called an infinite continued fraction with elements c ^ j C ^ j . . . • Note 
that for any infinite continued fraction we have 
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+ . . = lim (H n c. 
. + 
'c. + lim ( 
k 
+ . . . + 
'k+n 
. + 
+ . . . 
for every k = 1,2,... This may be proved by induction using (4). We 
shall be primarily concerned with simple continued fractions, that is, 
fractions all of whose elements are positive integers. It is clear 
from (4) that the value of a simple continued fraction, infinite or not, 
always lies between 0 and 1. 
LEMMA A. Let {c } be an -infinite sequence of positive numbers. Then 
for every x > 0 and each n > 2 
(5) 
C c +x 
1
 1 n 
p x + p 
n-1 n 
q x + q 
m-1 n 
where (p n) and iq.^ do not depend on x and are defined by 
(6) ) 
P l = 1 • P 2 = °2 > Pk+2 = Ck+2 Pk+1 + P k 
q i = °1 • q2 = C 1 C 2 + 1 ' qk+2 = Ck+2 qk+l + qk ' k - 1,2 
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The sequences {p^} and {q^} satisfy 
(7) p q - p q = (-l)n , n > 2 
n-1 n n n-1 
(8) p _q - p q . = (-I)" Xc , n > 3 
n-2 TI ^n^n-2 n 
Proof. For n = 2 we have 
jj
 + 1 
| C1 ' C 2 + X c, + 1 
1 c 2+ X 
x + c 2 + p 2 
C 1 X + C 1 C 2 + 1 q i X + q2 
so that (5) holds for n = 2. Assume (5) holds for some n > 2 and all 
x > 0. Then (5) is valid with x replaced by ; and hence J
 c
 n + x 
n+1 
J
 + ... + ij + i— l = ii + ... + 
c, c c . . + X c 
'1 1 n 1 n+1 1 1 'c + 
n c
 n + x 
n+1 
P n ( ) + P / \ 
n-1 c . + x r n p x + ( c . p + p ) 
n+1 n n+1 n n-1 
Q -, ( ) + 0. q x + ( c
 n q + q n ) Hn-1 c
 n + x
 Hn Hn n+1 Hn Hn-1 
n+1 
whereupon by the recursions in (6) 
P x + p 
1_[ 1 | _ *n *n+l 
c n ' * * c n + x q x + q n 1 n+1 Hn ^n+1 
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and thus (5) holds for n + 1 and hence by induction for all n > 2 . 
The proofs of (7) and (8) are straightforward induction argu­
ments using (6). We omit the details (cf. HARDY AND WRIGHT, p. 131). 
Taking x = 0 in (5) we obtain for n > 2 
1
'
 1
'
 P
» 
1
 1 1 n ^n 
P n 
(This equation also obviously holds for n = 1). The number — is called 
i I i I 
the nth order eonverqent to the continued fraction i 1 + i I + 
c c I 1 |c 2 
(whether it exists or not). If {c^} is a sequence of positive integers, 
then p and q , n > 1, are also positive integers which, by induction 
P n 
and using (7), are relatively prime; and, therefore, the fraction — • is 
qn 
in reduced form. 
LEMMA B. Let {c^} be any infinite sequence of positive integers, and 
let {p } and {q } be the sequences of positive integers defined as in 
P2n 
(6). Then the even convergents { } are strictly increasing, the odd 
P2n-1 . ^ 
convergents { } are strictly decreasing, and every even convergent 
q2n-l 
is less than every odd convergent. Furthermore the limit as n -> °° of 
P n J J 
— = + . . . + 1 c i c un 1 1 1 n 
exists, and, letting X Q denote this limit, we have 
P2n P2n-1 + P2n P2n-1 (9) < x < < 
q2n ° q2n-l + q2n q2n-l 
for n = 1,2, . 
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Proof. Taking n = 2k in (8), we have 
P2k-2 ^2k _ C2k 
q2k-2 q2k q2k-2 q2k 
P2n^ . . . . . . .
 r
P2n-l-
so that { } is a strictly increasing sequence. Similarly { } is 
q2n q2n-l 
a strictly decreasing sequence. Taking n = 2k in (7), we obtain 
(10) ^ 1 _ ^2k
 =
 1 „
 0 _ 
q2k-l q2k q2k q2k-l 
This, together with the preceding remarks, implies that every even con­
vergent is less than every odd convergent. 
Now, by (6), qn = c, > 1 and q n = c n q + q n > q ; where-s j s
 1 -
 Hn+1 n+1 ^n ^n-1 ^n 
P2n ^2n-l 
upon by induction q > n. Letting x f = lim and x" = lim , it 
n n<l2n n <l2n-l 
follows by (10) that 
H t , P 2 n - l P 2 n s „ . . 1 0 < x" - x' = lim ( - ) < lim 
" 1 2n-l q2n " n 2 n ( 2 n - 1 } 
P n . 
or x' = x M, which clearly implies that lim — exists. 
1 I 1 I N ^ To prove (9) let r = i 1 + + ... . Then it follows 
|Ck+l |Ck+2 
that 0 < r, < 1 and k 
n n - J J
 + J J + + i I - PK-i rK + PK 
(11) X = 1 + 1 + ... + I ' ~ ; 
C L °2 f V P K Q K - L P K + Q K 
where the last equality follows from (5) of LEMMA A. Now define a 
function g on [0,°°) by 
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g(x) = 
P2n-l X + P2n 
q2n-l X + q2n 
Then, applying (7) 
g'(x) = 
P2n-1 q2n q2n-l P2n 
( q2n-l X + q2n }' (q 0 x + q 0 ) ^2n-l 2n 
> 0 
so that g is strictly increasing on [0,°°). Hence 
g(o) < g(^2n) < g(D < gO-) • 
But g ( 0 ) = — , by (11) g(r ) = x , g(l) = ? 2 n 1
 x ^ and 
q2n 2 n ° q2n-l + q2n 
g(co-) = 2n-l 
L2n-1 
that 
Note. From (11) in the preceding proof and by (7) it follows 
Pm 
x - — 
° \ 
^m m+1 ^m+1 m 
Pm Pm+1 % 
where, as before, r, = 
k 
1 1. 
+ ... . This inequality is the 
1
 k+1 1 k+2 
basic inequality in the theory of approximation by continued fractions. 
The following theorem, which we include primarily for complete­
ness, and the previous lemmas are at the basis of any study of simple 
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continued fractions. 
THEOREM (II). To every irrational number x, 0 < x < 1, there is a 
unique simple continued fraction with value equal to x. To every 
rational number x, 0 < x < 1, there is a unique finite simple continued 
fraction with value equal to x in which the last element is greater 
than one. 
We shall not go into the proof per se but rather we give the 
algorithm for generating the elements {c } for the fraction correspond-
n 
ing to a given irrational number X q , deriving in the process the neces­
sary facts needed to prove T is ergodic. 
For a complete proof and for more detailed information concerning 
simple continued fractions cf. HARDY AND WRIGHT, pp. 129-153 or 
KHINCHIN. 
Recall from (1) that the transformation T was defined by 
/ 
- - [ - ] , x i 0 
J X X 
Tx = < 
0 , x = 0 . 
I 
We define positive interger-valued functions {c^} on [0,1] as follows 
r cAx) = [-] , 0 < x < 1, c n(0) = °° 1 x 1 
(12) 
{ c k(x) = c 1(T k- 1x) = [-j^j-] , k = 1,2... 
k 
where T is the kth iteration of T. (Since in the context x will be 
7 1 
irrational, c, ( 0 ) plays no role here.) If x is an irrational number 
with 0 < x < 1 , then by induction it follows that T x . k > 0 , is 
o J o 
irrational. Hence {c, (x )} is an infinite sequence of positive inte-
k o 
gers, and moreover we have 
LEMMA C. Let x be irrationals 0 < x < 1 . Write c = c (x ), 
o o n n o 
P n 
n = 1 , 2 , . . . , and let {—} be the corresponding sequence of nth order 
qn 
convergents as defined by ( 6 ) . Then for each n = 1 , 2 , . . . 
( 1 3 ) x = + ... + 
I C l lc + T nx 
n o 
P i + P i I i I r n - l o *n _ 1 I 1 | 
q
 1 T nx + q " ^ 1 ^ 2 
n - 1 o ^n 
( 1 4 ) T nx = r ^ J + r - ^ - J + 
°
 cn+l ° n + 2 
( 1 5 ) If y = 
P n X + P 
n - 1 n 
q x + q 
m - 1 ^n 
for some n > 2 and 0 < x < 1 , then T ny = x, 
Proof. By definition of c, (x ) we have J
 k o 
1 X X o 
o o 
which implies 
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( 1 6 ) X o = c n(x ) t Tx 
1 o o 
Replacing X q in (16) by T X q we obtain 
Tx = 1 1 
° cn(Tx ) + T 2x c 0(x ) + T 2x 1 o o 2 o o 
Substituting this in (16), it follows that 
1 1 1 
X = : = + 
° C . ( X ) + = — ' °1 1 C_ + T 2 x 1 o , s ^2 2 o 
c 0 ( x ) + T x 2 o o 
Continuing in this fashion, we obtain the first equality of (13). The 
second equality follows from (5) of LEMMA A. 
Since the function 
g(x) = 
P2n-l X + P2n 
q2n-l X + q2n 
is strictly increasing with x (cf. the proof of LEMMA B) and since 
T 2 nx is an irrational number strictly between 0 and 1, it follows that 
o J 
^ 2 n < x _ P2n-1 ^ o + P2n ^ P2n-1 + P2n , P2n-1 
q2n < X ° " q 2 n_ x T 2 n x Q + q ^ < q2n-l + q2n < q2n-l 
Pm for every n = 1,2,... . Letting x = lim — , which exists by LEMMA B, J
 ' '
 to
 o m q 
Til 
then 
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i
 n .
 P2n
 n.
 P2n-1 
x = lim < x < lim = x 
n q 2 n - o n q o 
which completes the proof of (13). 
Equation (14) now follows immediately from (13). 
To prove (15) note that if 
y = 
P n X + P n-1 r n 
q x + q 
then by (7) y = i ^ + . . . + i ^ , from which it easily follows 
C c + x J 1
 1 1 n 
that T ny = x . Q 
Note. Equation (14) implies that T may be construed as a "shift" 
transformation on an appropriately chosen sequence space, as most mea­
sure preserving ergodic transformations can. 
We may;'now complete the proof of THEOREM (I). 
Proof that T is ergodic. Let A be any measurable subset of [0,1] in­
variant under T. To prove T ergodic we must show that A is u-trivial 
where u is Gauss' measure defined by (2). Since the set of rationals 
in [0,1] have u-measure zero, we may assume that A consists entirely 
of irrational numbers. If X(A) = 1, then clearly u(A) = 1, and there 
is nothing to prove since u(X) = 1 and hence u(A C) = u(X) - u(A) = 0 . 
Suppose, then X(A) = r. We will show tha£ r = 0 and hence u(A) = 0 . 
Let x be any irrational number with 0 < x < 1, let n > 1 be an 
° P P ° 
arbitrary integer and let 2 n and 2 n be the 2n"tn and (2n-l)th con-
q2n q2n-l p 2 n ^2n-l + P2n 
vergents to x as in LEMMA C. Set a = and b = and 
q2n q2n-l + q2n 
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let 
t > P2n-l X + P2n g(x) = , 0 < x < 1 
Then g is strictly increasing on [0,1] and has range [a,b], and by (15) 
of LEMMA C it follows that 
T 2 n(g(x)) = x , 0 < x < 1- . 
Whereupon, since A is invariant, 
IA(g(x)) = I A(T 2 n(g(x))) = I A(x) , 0 < x < 1 
Combining these facts we obtain, 
b 1 
A(AH[a,b]) = / I (y)dy = / I (g(x))g (x)dx 
a 0 
f\ r ^ ( P 2 n - l q2n ' P2n W l *
 A 
= j I A(x) g d x 
0 ( q 2 n - l X + q2n ) 
1
 / T ( X ) ^ 
9 J A 
H 9 n H 9 n - 1 zn
 x + i ) 
q2n 
M w r P2n-1 + P2n P2n 1 , . . . . Now A([a,b]) = • = T • r- , and, letting 
q2n-l + <hn q2n q2n ( q2n-l + W 
i q2n-l t 
t = , then 0 < t < 1 ({q, } is obviously an increasing sequence 
q2n k 
by (6)), so that we obtain 
M „ x A(APi[a,b]) q2n ( q2n-l + q2n ) r1 , . dx 
A ( C a
'
b ] )
 q2 0 ( t ' x + I ) 2 
2n 
= (1 + t f ) / i < x ) — 
0 A (t x + l ) 2 
< max (1 + t) / I,(x) dx 
0<t<l 0 A (tx + l ) 2 
Consider the continuous function on [0,1] 
1 
f(t) = (1 + t) / I,(x) dx 
0 A (tx + l ) 2 
The function f attains its maximum value say e > 0 at some point 
o 
t e[0,l]. If t = 0 , then 
o o 
1 
e = f(0) = / IA(x)dx = X(A) = r < 1 . 
0 A 
c • • 
If 0 < t < 1, then, since I. = 0 on a set A of positive measure 
o - A r 
follows that 
1 , 
£ = f ( t ) = (1 + t ) / I,(X) — < 
0 (t X + 1) 
^ + V j ' = l 
° 0 (t x + I T 
o 
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In either case we have by (17) 
> U A [ a H )
 m a x = e < x 
X C a . b ] )
 Q < t < 1 o 
For each irrational X q in (0,1) and each integer n > 1 let 
M C ^ »/ . _ r P 2 n P2n-1 + P2n-1 (19) A(x ,n) = [ , J . 
q2n q2n-l + q2n 
Then for fixed x it follows by LEMMAS B and C that the intervals 
o J 
(A(x ,n)} are nested and 
o ' ' o' 
n=l 
By (18) we also have 
(20) A(Af>A(x ,ri)) < E A(A(x ,n)) 
, o o o 
for every x , n > 1, where 0 < E < 1 and E does not depend on x or 
J
 o o o o 
n. Let 6 > 0 be arbitrary, and let G be an open set in (0,1) such that 
(21) A C G and A(G) < A(A) + 6 
By the preceding remarks it follows that for each X q in A and for all 
sufficiently large n A(xQ,n) C G. The family F of all such intervals 
clearly covers A in the sense of Vitali (cf. HEWITT, p. 262), and 
therefore by Vitalirs covering theorem there exists a countable 
collection {J, } of disjoint intervals in F such that k 
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A(A - U J ) = 0 . 
k = l K 
Now by (20) A(Jk A) < ^ ( J ^ ) i and, by definition of the family F, 
J k C G k = 1,2,. . . . Hence 
A(A) = A( U AJ, ) = I A(AJ, ) < 
k=l K k=l K 
< e I A(J ) = U ( U J K ) < 
°k=l k ° k=l k 
< e A(G) < e (A(A) + 6) , 
o - o 
where the last inequality is from (21). Since 6 > 0 is arbitrary, it 
follows that 
A(A) < e A(A) < A(A) , 
o 
since e < 1 unless A(A) = 0. Hence A(A) = 0 . 
o 
Applications. Since T is u-measure preserving and ergodic, it follows 
by the definition of Gauss' measure y (cf. (2)) and the COROLLARY to 
the BIRKHOFF THEOREM that for any measurable function g on [0,1] 
(22) 1/n jWx) ^  ^ dx . 
k=l 0 
provided the integral on the right of (22) exists. Using (22), we can 
prove the following theorem (cf. KHINCHIN, p. 86) for which a different 
proof not using the ergodic theory is given. 
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THEOREM (III). Suppose that f is a function defined on the positive 
integers and suppose there are constants M and 6 such that 
• i 
|f(r)| < Mr (r = 1,2,...). 
Then 
n 0 0 
(23) 1/n J f(ck(x)) ^ ^ I f(r)log[l + , 
k=l to r=l 
where ^(x) tTze element in the continued fraction expansion of 
x. 
Proof. Let g(x) = f(c.(x)). Then g(x) = f(r) when c n(x) = [-] = r; J. 1 x 
that is g(x) = f(r), a constant, on the interval —^7- < x < — . Hence 
r+1 r 
1 00 — 
0 X + 1 r=l 1 X + 1 
r+1 
r=l 
1 1 
The condition |f(r)| < Mr implies the absolute convergence of the 
last written series. Therefore by (22) and (12) 
n-1 , n 
lim 1/n I g(T ) = lim 1/n £ f(c, (x)) = 
n
 k=0 X n k=l k 
log 2 I f(r)log[l + ^Tj] a.e r=l 
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Taking f(r) = 1 if r = p (p a positive integer) and f(r) = 0 
otherwise, we have by (23) 
<2*> l/nj f(ck(x)) ^ ^ logiEiill 
K — _L 
This implies that the relative frequency of occurrence of the integer p 
(the limiting value of the average on the left in (24)) in the sequence 
2 
of elements {c (x)} of the expansion of x has the value -—^—r log P^+~*~^  
n v y log 2 & p(p+2) 
for almost all x in [0,1]. 
Taking f(r) = log r in (23), we have 
n 0 0 
1/n J log c k(x) I log r log [1 + ^ i ^ ] 
k=l to r=l 
which implies 
log r 
(25) n/ C l(x)c 2(x)---c n(x) a - ^ > n (1 + - J — ) l o g 2 = 2.6 
r=l r +2r 
That is, the geometric means of the elements in the continued fraction 
expansions for almost all x in [0,1] have limiting value approximately 
2.6. 
1 c (x) 
Since J —'•—— dx = + 0 0 , a simple truncation argument shows J
 x + 1 
that 
n 
1/n y cn (x) — — ^ + 0 0 . 
k=l k 
Thus the arithmetic means of the elements are a.e. divergent (compare 
this with (25)). This also implies that the elements themselves are 
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almost everywhere unbounded, i.e., lin) c n ( x ) = + 0° a.e. 
The truncation argument runs as follows. Let f > 0 a.e. and 
/fdy = +00 . if f = fm" (cf. Chapter III); then 0 < f < m and J
 m r ~ m 
f < f. Hence f e L n, and we have m ~ m l ' 
n-1 n-1 
lim 1/n J f(T k) > lim 1/n \ f (T ) = 
—
n
 k=0 X " n k=0 m x 
=
 yTxTJ'fmdy a*e-
whereupon it follows that 
n-1 
1/n I f(Tkx) a ' e ' > + - , 
k=0 
since lim J f dy = J fdy = + 0 0 . 
m J m ^ 
For some deeper results in the measure theory of continued frac­
tions cf. KHINCHIN, pp. 51-95, or BILLINGSLEY, pp. 40-50. This latter 
reference also contains an alternative proof of the ergodicity of T. 
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